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Cefla introduces Mocom dental sterilizers to the U.S. market at CDA Presents in Booth 235
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – May 10, 2016 -- Cefla Medical Solutions’ North American headquarters has
announced that it will show two products by Mocom, the world’s leading sterilization firm, at the CDA
Presents show May 12-14 in Anaheim, Calif. Dentists in the U.S. can now enhance their office workflow
by investing in B Futura and B Classic, known in Europe as safe, high-performance sterilizers that ensure
user-friendly operation, efficient consumption and rapid execution of cycles.
In addition to distinguishing itself as one of the fastest sterilizers on the market, the B Futura is known for
using less water and electricity. Developers at Mocom say it was designed for seamless integration into
the daily workflow of a dental office. With Ethernet or Wi-Fi connections, the sterilizer can become part of
an office’s surgery network. Its status can be monitored directly from the PC, and users can download
cycle reports directly without any need for additional tools. When workflow requires use of a printer,
sterilizers can be connected to print standard cycle reports, simple ID labels, or barcodes that identify
load data. Users can easily download, on a USB in PDF format, the 1000 cycles the machine can store in
its memory. Ease-of-use advantages include personalized cycles and features such as delayed start and
extra drying, all accessed by a color touchscreen that can be configured for different languages and units
of measure.
The B Classic also succeeds in speeding practice workflow and has been called the new
sterilization industry benchmark for optimizing run time and cost investment. The 28-liter sterilizer that’s
now available in the U.S. offers maximum efficiency and the extreme user-friendliness of an intuitive
graphical display. It also features an internal memory that can store up to 500 cycles, and reports can
easily be downloaded via the USB port directly in PDF format or printed on paper. B Classic also offers
easy water filling and draining via hatches on top, in front or in back. Such smart hatch placement means
the tank can be quickly and ergonomically filled with distilled water and cleaned easily when needed.
“The addition of these exceptional Mocom products to our portfolio offers more evidence of
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Cefla’s continuing commitment to advancing the dental industry, “said General Manager Massimo Di
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Russo. “Like Mocom, we are always eager to find additional ways to respond to customers changing
needs and to support what we sell with responsive and highly knowledgeable technical service.”

About Cefla Medical Solutions
Cefla Medical Solutions is a company focused on providing dental practices with units designed and
manufactured to ensure premium product standards capable of leading the future of dental care. Through
its well-known network of brands, Cefla Medical Solutions is a global partner strongly supported by joint
investment in research and development to provide the best solutions in dental units, radiology,
accessories and dynamic instruments. Learn more about Anthos / MyRay / Mocom / NewTom at
www.cefladental.com
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